
Can you imagine something that is unimaginable. 
No. 
To imagine something is to have your brain compile the different qualities of any 
particular circumstance. 
Therefore creating a mental image which makes it imaginable. 
How then can you imagine something that you can’t? 

Here’s an example. 
Explain the qualities of a color to a blind person. 
You can’t.  
You can imagine a blind color. 
You can’t compile the qualities of a circumstance which, for you, does not exist. 
Just as a life long blind person can’t imagine the color a person can absorb with sight. 
Unimaginable in of itself is an incorrect term. 
Because you can’t describe something that is unimaginable simply can’t exist in your 
mind. 
Giving you nothing to describe. 
Next time you want to say “it was unimaginable”. 
Just say “it’s something I’ll never forget” 
 
 
 

Do you ever walk? I mean do you ever walk somewhere, like a mall? Next time you 
walk through an area filled with people, watch them. Try not to look too vested in their 
personal space, but look at the people around you. Their expressions, their movement, 
their voices and conversation, their clothes and accessories. Look at their hair, skin and 
eyes. Are they happy, sad, nervous or excited? Do they walk a little odd or maybe 
perfectly? Are they moving fast or kind of slow. Is it a group or one single person? 
Become so enveloped in what’s around you that your world becomes theirs too. Forget 
that you too are walking or sitting down. That you too have hair, and eyes, and skin. 
Forget that your breathing the same air as those people. That you’re there for a reason 
like those people. For five minuets ignore yourself. Become something beyond a mall 
shopper. Become a third party point of view. Don’t have an opinion on what’s around 
you. Experience what’s around you. You don’t have to have an emotion connected to an 
experience. Just an understanding. An understanding that what is around you exists 
wholly. You don’t have to like it or dislike it. It needn’t to excite or bore you, make you 
smile or cry. It needs nothing but recognition. There are people around you. They are all 
different, they all have different lives. That’s the truth. If you accept the truth around you, 
you can live you’re life in peace. If you refute he truth around you... you’ll ruin your day 
at the mall. 
 


